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QUESTION: 1
A drive within a HUS system reaches its read error threshold. What will happen to the
data on that drive?

A. Data from the failing drive must be restored from backup.
B. Data from the failing drive will be locked until the failing drive is replaced.
C. Data from the failing drive will be copied to a suitable spare if one is available.
D. The drive is powered off immediately and the data is reconstructed from parity.

Answer: C

QUESTION: 2
What are two characteristics of Dynamic Sparing on HUS systems? (Choose two.)

A. Spares can be in any drive slot.
B. Spares must be in the first expansion tray.
C. Spares must be in a high density expansion tray.
D. After a drive replacement the new drive is the spare by default.

Answer: A, D

QUESTION: 3
A customer wants to virtualize a new SATA modular storage array and must ensure
that virtualizing the new array will have no effect on internal Tier 1 applications on
their VSP. What should the customer do?

A. Install additional RAID Groups for the Tier 1 applications.
B. Create a cache logical partition for the new storage.
C. Configure additional initiator ports for the new storage.
D. Create a system logical partition for the Tier 1 application.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 4
A customer is deploying a new OLTP database on a VSP that will have a
high performance requirement. They are considering using SSD flash drives, but
would like to avoid putting the entire database on SSD. SAS drives will be sufficient
for the majority of the workload. Which Hitachi product would you recommend?
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A. Hitachi Tuning Manager
B. Hitachi Dynamic Tiering
C. Hitachi Dynamic Provisioning
D. Hitachi Tiered Storage Manager

Answer: B

QUESTION: 5
What are two results when license keys expire? (Choose two.)

A. No new configuration settings may be performed.
B. Configuration changes are permitted for a period of 24 hours after expiration.
C. Configuration settings that were made before the temporary license key expired
remain in effect and cannot be modified.
D. Configuration settings that were made before the temporary license key expired will
revert back to their original settings.

Answer: A, C

QUESTION: 6
Which two functions are performed by the Virtual Storage Director (VSD) on the
VSP? (Choose two.)

A. It controls I/O operations for the currently owned LDEVs.
B. It queries all user data to verify that data is placed on the appropriate tier.
C. It executes the code for target, external, BED, initiator and RCU target modes.
D. It enables hardware based virtualization by allowing SAN connectivity directly to
the external director ports.

Answer: A, C

QUESTION: 7
A HUS VM customer requires a tool set to gather and report on application service
level objectives and storage performance. Which package should the customer use?

A. HUS VM Virtual Partition Manager Package
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B. HUS VM Analytics Package
C. HUS VM Mobility Package
D. HUS VM Local Protection Package

Answer: B

QUESTION: 8
What are two advantages of using Hitachi Dynamic Provisioning (HDP) on HUS
systems? (Choose two.)

A. It pre-allocates the pools for new DP volumes.
B. It enables efficient use of disk space.
C. It accelerates the creation of volumes.
D. It enables dynamic migration of data between storage tiers.

Answer: B, C

QUESTION: 9
A customer is evaluating enterprise storage arrays from various vendors and requires
that their mission critical data must be encrypted while at rest. What is required on the
VSP to satisfy this requirement?

A. a license key
B. 2.5" self-encrypting drives for the capacity required
C. a key-generating encryption option on each SAS link
D. encryption Back-End Directors (eBEDs) for dynamic encryption

Answer: A

QUESTION: 10
What are two core functions of Hitachi Tuning Manager? (Choose two.)

A. It extracts performance data for analysis.
B. It displays configuration and capacity data.
C. It migrates data based on storage performance.
D. It distributes workloads across paths automatically.
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